Abstract-An algorithm for lost signal restoration in blockbased still image and video sequence coding is presented. Problems arising from imperfect transmission of block-coded images result in lost blocks. The resulting image is flawed by the absence of square pixel regions that are notably perceived by human vision, even in real-time video sequences. Error concealment is aimed at masking the effect of missing blocks by use of temporal or spatial interpolation to create a subjectively acceptable approximation to the true error-free image. This paper presents a spatial interpolation algorithm that addresses concealment of lost image blocks using only intra-frame information. It attempts to utilize spatially correlated edge information from a large local neighborhood of surrounding pixels to restore missing blocks. The algorithm is a Gerchberg-type spatial domainkpectral domain constraint-satisfying iterative process, and may be viewed as an alternating projections onto convex sets method.
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I. INTRODUCTION
N block transform coding, the spatial redundancies within I blocks are removed, and the energy is compacted into a small number of coefficients after the transformation. Compression is achieved by assigning more bits to code the high energy coefficients and less bits to the low-energy coefficients.
The compressed data can be stored or be transmitted through a communication channel. Practical communication channels are not error free, although the loss mechanism may vary widely from media to media. Data corruption may be caused by network congestion, thermal noise, switch noise, signal fade, etc. Since the signals transmitted on real-world channels are highly compressed, independent of cause, the quality of images reconstructed from any corrupted data can be very unsatisfactory.
Error concealment is intended to ameliorate the impact of channel impairments (i.e., bit-errors in noisy channels or cellloss in packet networks) by utilizing a priori information about typical images in conjunction with available picture redundancy to provide subjectively acceptable renditions of affected picture regions. The concealment process must be supported by an appropriate transport format that helps to identify image pixel regions that correspond to lost or damaged data [8] . Once the image regions to be concealed are identified, a combination of spatial and temporal replacement techniques may be applied to fill in lost picture elements. In this paper, we introduce a proposed method of error concealment based on projections onto convex sets (POCS) [7] . The POCS method of image restoration attempts to satisfy a priori characteristics typical of most natural video images.
The algorithm iterates between satisfying spatial domain and spectral domain constraints, much like Gerchberg's method [91. We investigate the proposed algorithm by performing simulation on typical video images. The algorithm is judged on how well it performs with varying degrees of error localization (i.e. how large the damaged region is). Typical rates of algorithm convergence are determined. An objective figure of merit using peak-signal-to-noise ratio will assess the improvement gains over simpler methods of concealment. Pictorial results will demonstrate the subjective quality of the restoration.
BACKGROUND

A . The Source of Errors
A typical block-based video source coder, such as MPEG [lo] , consists of the cascade of a linear transform operation, quantization, and entropy coding. Specifically in the MPEG standard, an image is segmented into nonoverlapping blocks; then each block or prediction residual block is transformed via DCT to remove spatial correlation and subsequently the DCT coefficients are quantized and entropy coded using variable length codewords. When bit errors occur in such a highly compressed bitstream, all subsequent information becomes useless until bitstream synchronization can be reestablished. Packetization is the most common way to localize errors in a bitstream, and provides for resynchronization in the case of bit errors. Packetized bitstreams are suitable for transmission via a broadcast RF channel or packet switched network. In either scenario, bit errors that occur may lead to lost packets. In the packet network context, network congestion may cause some packets to be discarded and simply not sent to the receiver. In the broadcast RF context, damaged packets may be received with uncorrectable bit errors, and there is no way to ascertain how much of the data within the packet is usable. So for practical purposes, damaged packets are treated as lost packets.
Packets contain a known number of image data segments. For our purposes, a basic unit of image data will be taken as a 16 x 16 pixel block of image samples. A packet will contain one or more of these blocks. Loss of a packet therefore results in loss of a known quantity of blocks in the image. In the following, we first consider the restoration of a lost block surrounded by good blocks. Later, we address situations where adjacent blocks are also lost. 
B . L>isr,rete Chanriel Model
A discrete channel model is used because our studies involve only discrete packet quantities. The model will characterize the channel at the packet level and not at the physical waveform level. A simple channel model often employed for the simulation of bursty error sequences is a two-state Markov chain, as shown in Fig. I . The two states correspond to reception of a (G)ood packet or a (B)ad packet. This model can describe the types of error dependence in real channels.
and is suggested by experimental data [SI. Two parameters for this model have to be specified: the probability of receiving a bad packet given the previous received packet was good ( P ( B 1 e ) ) and the probability of receiving a bad packet given the previous packet was bad ([' (I3 I B) ). Alternatively, we may specify an average packet error probability and a mean burst length of consecutive lost packets. The average packet error probability is given by
and the mean burst length is given by 
The degradation operator H acts to admit some values of f unchanged and nulls out the others. The degradation caused by H is abrupt. H is rank deficient, and so it cannot be directly inverted to estimate f . The pseudo-inverse H+ does not serve to give a useful estimate of f because H+ = H. and CO the pseudo-inverse estimate f f = H+g = Hg = g. Therefore,
in order to restore a useful estimate of f , we must rely solely on a priori conftraints about the class of images to which f be longs.
D . Pre\,iou.s Related Work
The problem of lost data in block-coded images due to imperfect communication channels needs to be solved. In particular, a good spatial interpolation method is necessary for hiding the effect of missing blocks in still images and video frames. Temporal interpolation, or replenishment, by itself is not always adequate for concealment of errors in video sequences. This is especially true for stressful image sequences with irregular motion, abrupt scene changes, and intra-coded image frames that are treated as still images. To the viewer, poor temporal replacement of error regions appear as portions of the image being broken up into displaced pieces. Earlier consideration of a spatial interpolation alternative was addressed in Wang and Zhu [ 11. In that work, the spatial error concealment used an approach of interpolating a singlepixel wide boundary around the missing block to achieve a restoration based on an optimal measure of smoothness. The damaged blocks were restored fairly well in very lowfrequency portions of the image. However, the smoothing process restores blurry blocks with a significant loss of detail in higher frequency portions of the image.
In this paper, we seek to utilize spatially correlated information more thoroughly by performing interpolation based on a large local neighborhood of surrounding pels and to restore edges that are continuous with those present in the neighborhood. Ramamurthi and Gersho [ 21 have demonstrated that edges play an important role in the subjective quality of images, and have developed a post-processing algorithm to reduce blocky artifacts caused by low bit-rate VQ. It performs nonlinear space-variant filtering that adapts to the shape of the local signal spectrum and effectively smooths out the "staircase" noise with filters aligned parallel to edges. Some of the concepts in [ 2 ] used to estimate the local edge characteristics in images, and their use of directional filters, can be applied to our application of restoring lost image blocks.
PROPOSED METHOD
Space variant restoration is a method of adaptively filtering a degraded image to suit the local image characteristics. To proceed with this objective, we need to estimate from the decoded image whether the missing block to be restored belongs to a monotone or edge area of the image. If the block belongs to an edge portion of the image, we must further estimate the orientation of the edge. Inlormation obtained from the surrounding valid decoded blocks are used as an aid in determining edge angle. Once the missing block area has been classified to be monotone or an edge of particular orientation, a filter specific to the class identified is then applied to restore the missing block.
A. Block Classifier. and Edge Orientation Detector.
Lost image blocks are restored by extending edges present in the surrounding neighborhood so that they pass through the missing block. If no edges are present in the surrounding neighborhood. the lost block is restored by a smoothing process. To accomplish this, the presence or absence of edges must be determined; if edges are present, the most likely edge orientation should be correctly chosen based on some knowledge of the edge characteristics around the missing block. 
( 5 )
This is equivalent to applying the 3 x 3 Sobel mask operators
The magnitude and angular direction of the gradient at coordinate ( b , j ) are
The Sobel operator is selected for gradient estimation due to its circularity property [6] , which gives more accurate angle estimates over the standard gradient operator. Fig. 3 illustrates the missing block of pixels, denoted by M, surrounded by a neighborhood of correctly received pixels, denoted by N. After all the pels in the surrounding neighborhood have "voted," the counter containing the largest value determines which direction to use in the interpolation (9) If the largest counter value is below a certain threshold value, T . then there is no discernible edge orientation and the block is classified to belong to a monotone portion of the image if [%.Lx 
where T is a linear transform operator, [Tx], is the ,ith transform coefficient, and z, are known constants in a given index set I. The projection operator P 2 onto convex set C2 is given by
'TP2x1' = { ~T x ]~. otherwise.
If the transform coefficient is prescribed, the projection is a k g n e d that coefficient; otherwise, it is left unchanged. [pix];,; = where (7::j) are the pixel indices, and X:i,., are the correctly received neighborhood pixel values.
Projection operator P 2 can be used to impose smoothness and edge continuity constraints. P2 is adaptive to the local image characteristics. In monotone areas of the image, the spectrum is nearly isotropic and has very low bandwidth. So, for missing blocks classified to belong to monotone areas, we can impose the constraint that any feasible restoration must have a lowpass bandlimited spectrum (i.e., must be smooth).
Specifically in this case, convex set Cz becomes So P2,S,jIO()TH acts as a lowpass filter that sets high frequency coefficients located outside the bandwidth radius specitied by Rrl, to zero and leaves low-frequency coefficients unchanged. Fig. S(a) illustrates the filter corresponding this projection. The shaded regions denote the passband of the filter with unity gain and the unshaded regions denote the stopband of the tilter with zero gain. In edge areas of the image, These two convex projections can be used in the proposed iterative restoration algorithm shown in Fig. 6 . Here, the damaged block with surrounding good blocks is used to form a large block. The large block is classified to be monotone or one of the edge directions and at the same time undergoes a Fourier transformation. The transform coefficients are filtered by the adaptive filter according the type of the large block specified by the classifier. The filtered coefficients are used to reconstruct the image using inverse transform. The portion of the reconstructed image at the location of the damaged part of the image is sent back to the input for the next iteration.
C~, S~J~( ) O T H
Thus, the signal to be restored is forced to satisfy the where T is the 2-D N x N discrete Fourier transform operator, ( m , 7 1 ) specify indices to a Fourier coefficient with -N / 2 I 'ru. 11 5 R'/2-1, 0 is the angle of the classified edge, and B+l, is a threshold bandwidth. Projection operator P2 then becomes constraints by alternatively projecting onto each convex set. The signal to be restored, f , can be fountl through the following iteration Irrt -7 t * t,ari(Q +%)")I > Btk, (19) where we have identitied the following operators PI and Pz as P2 is the projection operator corresponding to the adaptive [Tx],,,,,, , otherwise. So, P~, E~G E acts to set frequency coefficients located outside the bandpass bandwidth specified by &I, to zero and leaves the other frequency coefficients unchanged. Fig. 5(b) illustrates the filter corresponding to thi\ projection operator. filter, which imposes the convex constraint that certain transform coefficients are known CI priori to be zero. PI is the projection operator corresponding to copying the restored image block back into the center of the large block, which imposes the convex constraint that forces known correctly received neighboring pixel values to remain unchanged. If the two convex sets intersect one another, then convergence to a point of intersection is guaranteed [7] . If the two convex sets do not intersect, the algorithm will oscillate between two projection points that are in some sense "close" to both 5ets. Depending on where the algorithm stops, the solution will either be in one set or the other. Fig. 7 illustrates this projection process. Fig. 11 . Average PSNR for the video q u e n c e .
According to the classification, an adaptive filter is formed that either passes transform coefficients of lowfrequency or transform coefficients aligned with the classified edge unchanged and zeroes out the rest. Although the adaptive filters impose constraints that are not exact a priori knowledge, these heuristically developed constraints form good estimates of the likely solution space. If the classified block belongs to a monotone area. we see that the algorithm acts to create a reconstructed block that is a smooth extension of neighborhood blocks. If the classified block belongs to an edge area, the algorithm acts to create a reconstructed block with an edge extended from the neighborhood pixel region. We note that this algorithm produces a restored image that is consistent with all correctly received data: good image blocks are not altered by this process. 
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
The algorithm is tested on several still images and image sequences. The size of the test image is 512 x 512 pixels and lost blocks are 16 x 16 pixels. Monotone/edge gradient decision threshold T = 5000, lowpass filter radius Rtl, = 3, and bandpass width Btl, = 3 were found to be suitable threshold parameters for typical images of those dimensions. Simulation results show that good restored images can be obtained after approximately five to ten iterations when the initial starting value, fo from (20), is set to the mean value of pixels from the neighboring blocks. Fig. X shows pictorial results of a still image experiment in which lost blocks are isolated, whereby each lost block has all eight of its neighboring blocks received correctly. Fig. 8(a) is the original "Lena" picture. Fig. 8(b) shows the damaged blocks simply concealed by a constant neighborhood averaging of pixels. The blockiness present makes this simple method unacceptable in most images. Fig. 8(c) shows the results of the POCS method using only a space-invariant smoothing constraint. It is seen that blurred blocks result in the reconstructed image. Finally, Fig. 8(d) shows the results of the POCS method using adaptive classified edge constraints in addition to the smoothness constraint. The quality of the restored edges of the background vertical column, the hat rim, and Lena's lip is noteworthy. The peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) serves as an objective measure of image quality, and is given by where 2 is the restored image, is the original image, and the The results have shown that if an edge direction is chosen correctly, the edge will be extended from the surrounding blocks to the recovered lost blocks. When strong edges are present, the classifier works well in determining which direction to use in the directional filtering. In Fig. 9(d) , edges oriented close to horizontal cannot be expected to be restored as well as those oriented vertically because of the lack of valid decoded blocks on either side. Overall, the subjective quality of the image is good considering the severe damage caused by so many lost blocks.
In the video sequence simulations, quantitative results are obtained by calculating PSNR as a function of frame number. The video sequence source tested is "Basketball," which contains moderately irregular motion throughout; it consists of 720 x 512 pixel image frames and is encoded with an MPEG encoder at 6.0 Mbps. MPEG coding parameters [IO] M = 3 and N = 15 were used, which effectively limits the extent of temporal error propagation to be lesg than 15 frames. The resulting bitstream is then packetized into 47-byte ATM-style data packets and errors were introduced with a cell loss probability of and mean burst length of 2. In the MPEG context, a slice consists of an integral number of macroblocks grouped together in raster-scan row order. Each MPEG macroblock consists of the combination of 16 x 16 pixel luminance blocks and corresponding chrominance blocks. Upon occurrence of a lost packet, resynchronization into the bitstream begins at the start of the next slice. A slice size consisting of nine macroblocks was chosen to localize the errors. We compare the performance for four different simulation cases: 1) decoded sequence without errors; 2) decoded sequence with errors and adaptive POCS concealment; 3) decoded sequence with errors and motion compensated temporal replacement; and 4) decoded sequence with errors and zero motion temporal replacement. The zero motion temporal replacement scenario simply does a macroblock-copy of corresponding pixels from the previous reference frame, whereas the motion compensated temporal replacement scenario does a motion compensated macroblock-copy using the motion vector from the top adjacent macroblock, if available. Fig. IO shows the results of cases I), 2). 3), and 4) plotted on the same set of axes. Fig. I 1 shows the average PSNR for all four cases. The PSNR's are computed relative to the original uncoded source images. It is observed that the adaptive POCS concealment algorithm performs better than motion compensated block-copying by 1 .O dB and better than zero motion block-copying by 2.3 dB; the adaptive POCS concealed images are within 5 dB of perfectly decoded images. In Fig. 12 , a typical P-picture located in the middle of a group of pictures ( G O P ) is taken from the set of four simulation scenarios and displayed for comparison. These results are not intended to suggest that our spatial concealment algorithm performs better than temporal replacement in general but only in certain kinds of video sequences. When errors strike portions of video that have highly irregular motion and scenecuts, spatial concealment will generally perform better than temporal replacement; when errors strike portions of video that have uniform, small, or no motion, temporal replacement will generally perform better. Spatial concealment can be combined with temporal replacement to obtain even better error concealment than either method alone [ 111.
V. CONCLUSION
Compared with the existing spatial error concealment algorithm [ l] , the technique proposed here has two important features. The first is the use of spatially correlated information on a large local neighborhood pels instead of a one-pixel wide boundary. In such a way, the edge information can be better estimated. Second, directional filtering is used for recovery of the missing block. In this method, a directional constraint, instead of only a smoothness constraint, is applied to the method of projections onto convex sets, The reconstruction of the lost block converges to the set with edge information specified by the directional filter. This spatial concealment technique can be used to recover the lost blocks in still images or video sequences. It can also be combined with temporal replacement algorithms to provide improved error concealment for block-based video sequence coding.
